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Abstract
The time-domain coupled equations being able to describe the cross polarization scattering of

ultrashort-pulse electromagnetic waves in plasmas with magnetic shear are derived from Maxwell wave
equation with equation of motion for the electron. The computational results on the cross polarization
scattering induced by a magnetic fluctuation is also shown for an incident ordinary-mode pulse.
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1. lntroduction
Microwave-based diagnostics such as reflectometry

have received much attention as a nonperturbing
diagnostic for probing plasma profiles and fluctuations
in magnetically confined plasmas. Recently, the cross
polarization scattering phenomena of microwaves were

observed in GAMMA l0 [] and the Tore Supra
Tokamak [2]. Since the cross polarization scattering
between ordinary and extraordinary waves is caused by
magnetic fluctuations or magnetic shear, it is applicable
to probing magnetic fluctuations and also to measuring
magnetic shear profiles in magnetic confinement
devices. Particularly, since ultrashort-pulse electro-
magnetic waves can be considered as a set of many
monochromatic continuous waves with different
frequencies, the microwave diagnostic using ultrashort-
pulse waves can possess the advantage that the reflected
or transmitted waves carq/ large amounts of information
of a plasma such as fluctuations, compared to a

monochromatic continuous wave t3-71. This is useful
not only for a pulsed plasma such as tokamak but a

steady plasma such as helical system and mirror.
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In this paper, we consider the cross polarization
scattering of ultrashort-pulse electromagnetic waves in a

magnetically confined plasma. In the following section,

we derive the time-domain wave equation being able to
describe the cross polarization scattering of ultrashort-
pulse electromagnetic waves in a plasma with magnetic
shear. The derived equation just becomes a time-domain
formalism of the usual Fidone-Granata's equation [8]. In
section 3, we show the computational results on the
cross polarization scattering of ultrashort-pulse electro-
magnetic waves induced by magnetic fluctuations.

2. Time-Domain Fidone-Granata's equation
In this section, we derive the time-domain wave

equation being able to describe the cross polarization
scattering of ultrashort-pulse electromagnetic waves in
plasmas with magnetic shear. For simplicity, we here

discuss one-dimensional propagation of ordinary (O)

and extraordinary (X) modes in (r,r) space. The starting
point is the linearized wave equations describing the O
and X modes given by
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where Be @) = 8,2 +Bri is an external magnetic field'
ror"{='[Troleo*") the electron plasma frequency and

a."(= -eBolm") the electron cyclotron frequency. Here

in deriving eq.(2), we assume that the current density is

approximated as J - -enso", with u" being electron flow
velocity, when we consider electromagnetic waves in
the GHz range.

From eqs. (l) and (2), we obtain, for E,, Erand 8,,

u,$ n,=0, (5)

where b, = By lBo and b, = BrlBo. If we here introduce

the wave electric field E1 and E1 @erpendicular and par-

allel to ^86, respectively) given by

with b, = sinO and bz = cosfl, we obtain, from eqs. (4)

and (5),

sinlLno +coslLEr-c2 cos012E,,'0' + E,,0" )

+c2sin9(2Ei + Er?" 7+ a".cos9da"ldt =o 0)

cos?LE,, - sin0iEr+ c2 sinl(2Er'0'+ 8,,0")

+c2cos012Ei+Er9"1-a""sin9da,ldt=0 (8)

with

L=!-r, !+a,2*+cro,r,
dt " dx,

where I = arctan (brlb) and the symbol ' denotes the

derivative with respect to x.

Using eqs. (7) and (8), we finally obtain the

coupled wave equations for 811, Es and E, given by

ut'") 9)

The above coupled equations are the time-domain wave

equations being able to describe the cross polarization

scattering ofultrashort-pulse O and X modes. From eqs.

(9) and (10), we see that the magnetic shear effects 0'
and 0"induce the cross polarization scattering between

O(E/ and X(E!, E,) modes. Even though low-frequency

magnetic fluctuation 68 with its frequency much

smaller than GHz exists, the above equations still hold if
,86 is replaced by 86 + dB. Therefore, the above equa-

tions can also describe the cross polarization scattering

induced by magnetic fluctuations.

For stationary continuous wave propagation, if we

put E - exp(-iarr), we can obtain the usual Fidone-
Granata's equation [8] given by

Ero" (12)

I | . " "\ I
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where cDun(= ^t&;&) is the upper-hybrid frequency.

3. Computational Results
In this section, We show the computational results

ofeqs. (l) and (2) on the cross polarization scattering of
ultrashort-pulse O and X modes. We here assume a

uniform magnetic field 8s in order to study the cross

polarization scattering induced by magnetic fluctuation.

l^, \ -
| :L +a'*+o'*l+ E,
\dr' J 

o'

+ otz*a""(brEr- brEr)=0, (3)

(#-,,#. rl) E,+ o)".b,fi t,=o , (4)
\dr' dx' )
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Fig. 1 The schematic view of the computational model,
where the incident o-mode pulse is located at x =
-60 cm and the profiles of several characteristic
frequencies are also shown.
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Fig. 3 The profiles of the mode-converted X mode (solid
line), density profile (dashed line) and magnetic
fluctuation (dotted line).

The assumed model shown in Fig. I is as follows:
We assume a Gaussian density profile given by z6 (x) =
Noexp(-x2/L2) with N6 - 3 x 1012 cm-3, L = 20 cm and

la""l = ar"(x = 0). In Fig. l, the profiles of the right-
hand cutoff or(dashed line), the upper-hybrid frequency
arul(dotted line), ar*(solid line) and the left-hand cutoff
ar1(chained line) are shown. The incident wave is an O-
mode(E1) pulse located at x = xo = -60 cm with the
waveform of E,(x,t = 0) = Eo exp[-(x - xo'S2lL2rl with Lo

= 0.5 cm. The incident pulse width rr(= 2 lrlc) is about
33 ps and l/co exceeds the maximum of apl2n. The
incident pulse is also shown by a solid line in Fig. 1. For
a magnetic fluctuation (68 = fi91, we assume the
waveform E1*'S = 81 exp[-(.r - xr12lL2r]sin[/ce(-r - .rs)l
with ls = 2 cm, fts = 3 cm-r and -ru = -10 cm, where 81 is
the amplitude of a magnetic fluctuation. We numerically
solve eqs. (l) and (2) using a finite difference scheme.

In Fig. 2, we show the frequency-spectral signal of
the mode-converted X mode(Ej that is reflected and
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Fig. 2 The frequency-spectral signal of the mode-
converted X mode observed at x = -60 cm by
MEM.

kn = ks(a1,xs)+ k*(tor,xr1

kn = ks(@2, xs) - ky(a2, xs)
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Fig. 4 The wave number and localization position x, of
the magnetic fluctuation are obtained from two
Bragg resonance conditions &r = ko + kL and /q =
h- k*.

received at.r = -60 cm by the maximum entropy method
(MEM). We find that two peaks exist in the spectral
signal and the peak frequencies are 12.4 GHz and 22.5
GHz. In Fig. 3, we show the wave pattern (solid line) of
the mode-converted X mode at t = 4 ns, the magnetic
fluctuation (dotted line) and density (dashed line)
profiles.

We hereafter show that the above spectral signal is
due to the cross polarization scattering between O and X
modes induced by the magnetic fluctuation. We now
consider the magnetic fluctuation to be approximately a

wave with zero frequency and the wave number of ts =
ft6 and assume the local dispersion relations for O and X
modes. In this case, we have two Bragg resonance
conditions in the wave number among O and X modes
and the magnetic fluctuation, given by
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ko (o.2,xs) - kn =- kx(az, xs) , (15)

where k6 and kx are the local wave numbers of O and X

modes, respectively. If we substitute kn = ks = 3 cm-r

and x" = -10 cm into eqs. (14) and (15), we obtain ar1l

2n = 12.3 GHz and a2/21t = 22.3 GHz We see that

these values are very close to the observed peak fre-

quencies, l2.4GHz and 22.5GH2, shown in Fig. 2.

Therefore, we can conclude that the cross polarization

scattering processes characterized by the Bragg reso-

nance of eqs. (14) and (15) take place in the simulation'

Adversely, if we substitute otl2n = 12.4 GHz and a2/

2n = 22.5 GHz into eqs. (14) and (15), we can obtain kn

= 3 cm-r and xs = l0 cm by solving eqs. (14) and (15)

for kn and tB as shown in Fig. 4, where the solid and

dotted lines denote ft6 = ko+ kxofeq. (14) and kn = fto -
k1 of eq. (15), respectively. This shows that we can find

the wave number and localization position of the mag-

netic fluctuation from observed frequency-spectral data

of the mode-converted X mode, when the Bragg reso-

nance condition is well defined for magnetic fluctua-

tions.

Finally, the computational study on reconstructing

magnetic profiles with shear and also probing magnetic

fluctuations based on the time-domain Fidone-Granata's

equation will be reported in future.
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